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THE ROLE OF OPPOSITION IN A DEMOCRACY: A BIBLIOMETRIC
ANALYSIS

ABSTRACT
Introduction
Globally, democracy is under threat with the prevalence of authoritarian regime all over the
world and the role of opposition in a democracy is an under studied subject and has not received
adequate importance by researchers all over the world. The present study focuses on the
bibliometric analysis of the role of opposition in democratic system in order to understand the
research status of the subject globally.
Method: The bibliometric analysis was conducted through two main databases i.e. SCOPUS
and Web of Science, where the research on the topic has been analysed.
Results: After searching both the databases with combination of keywords, 147 relevant
documents were found. The analysis was based on annual distribution of the documents, top
most productive institutes and countries were also analysed which showed that the UK has
contributed most to the research followed by the USA. A network visualisation and density
visualisation of keywords was also done. The citation analysis shows that the documents over
the period has been cited 1581 times which has included all the documents resulting from
Scopus and web of science search. The h-index analysis shows that the documents have an hindex of 19 however, the h index of top 10 documents was merely 10.
Conclusion: The analysis shows that research has been undertaken by various organisations
and researchers however, the present time demands more attention on the role of opposition so
as to uphold the spirit of democracy all over the world.
Keywords: Role of Opposition, Democracy, Bibliometric Analysis, Parliamentary system,
Accountability of Government, h-index, SCOPUS, Web of Science

1.

INTRODUCTION

“Freedom dies when criticism ends” the quote sufficiently highlights the role of criticism in a
democratic setup to sustain liberty in a democracy. A democracy without opposition is
dangerous for the society as a whole thus attributes a significant role to for effective and
efficient functioning in any democracy. A lot of importance has been given to the political
opposition in order to make the government accountable. The existing studies show that the
role varies from making the government accountable to balancing the interest of majority and
minority. The role of the opposition in a parliamentary system of government should be not
just to act as a ‘government-in-waiting’, but also check any arbitrary tendencies of the
government in power. An effective opposition performs a restraining role vis-à-vis the party in
power, preventing it from transgressing its functional limits and simultaneously posing a
constant challenge by promising a practical alternative.1 The importance of opposition was
emphasised by highlighting the fact that how single party regimes have failed.2 The
significance of opposition is unquestioned in all democracies but the structure and role is highly
debatable. There is no uniform pattern of opposition that can be seen in democracies worldwide
which leads to difference in opposition behaviour across the world.
Apart from the structure of opposition, there is no uniformity as well as clarity that can be seen
in the roles and responsibilities attributed to them.3 Opposition works in two ways, one is the
negative role which criticizes the working of the government, another is by assisting the
existing government in working by implementing the laws and policies.4 It has been seen even
in old democracies that the evolved model of opposition rests only on convention and no
constitutional status has been given to it.5 It has been observed that the public evaluation of
government rests mainly on opposition’s criticism, thereby highlighting the role of opposition
communication in democracy to hold the government accountable.6 Role of opposition as
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shadow cabinet is also of great importance. It helps in managing the organizational issue as
well as gives competition to the government.7
Opposition has proved to build an overtly democratic society and improve the quality of
democracy.8 Another role of opposition was highlighted where both the government and
opposition works in consensus thereby providing maximum representation to electorates in
decision making of the government.9 Thus, Preserving and enhancing the role of opposition
becomes critical to democratic legitimacy of the system as a whole. Therefore, it gives a wide
scope to study the role of the opposition. Another aspect that is important in terms of study of
opposition is whether official status of opposition influences the nature of democracy and
working of the government.10 Along with the role of opposition, one another factor is whether
the opposition is sufficiently incentivized to perform their duties. A study suggests that the
opposition has been frustrated due to lack of working avenues for them and studies are required
to suggest new ways of working for the betterment of democracy.11
Bibliometric study in the field of law is scant but necessary. It is necessary to analyse the trend
of publication in this field so as to determine the research gaps in this area. The present
bibliometric analysis thus aims to trace the existing research, the research output in the
concerned area which would ultimately help the researchers and scholars in identifying the
issues and focus areas in this research domain. This study will also highlight the status of
published literature in the concerned field. The paper will analyse the number of publications
per year, which country has published the most in the field and will also focus on the
contributions made by the institutions. the paper will also deal with the citation analysis of the
published documents.
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2.

METHOD

This study is a bibliometric analysis which aims at analysing the literature published on the
role of opposition in a democracy all over the world. For this, SCOPUS and Web of Science,
which are the global database for published research, shall be used. In this study, the role of
opposition means the role of political opposition and it does not include any other non-political
opposition like NGO’s, People, Judiciary etc. therefore, the keywords used to search the
database were “political Opposition”, “role of opposition”, “Shadow Cabinet”, “accountability
of government”, “government in waiting”, “minority in government”, “opposition in
democracy” and “backbenchers”. These keywords were determined by using various published
research papers on the role of opposition in order to remove the probability of excluding an
important keyword and thereby a research paper.

2.1 Search Strategy
The SCOPUS database was searched first using the “Article title, Abstract and Keywords”
search only. All other search strategies were leading to a number of false results and therefore,
Article title, Abstract and keyword search was best for the present study which avoided major
number of false results
The SCOPUS database was searched using all the keywords stated above and it showed 325
documents in results. However, on manual scrutiny of the documents, it was found that there
were various papers which are irrelevant to the study found due to the keyword “accountability
of government”. The database was searched again after excluding the said keyword and the
results reduced to 212 documents. Further, on manual analysis, various irrelevant papers were
found due to the key words “institutional opposition” and “minority in democracy”. Exclusion
of these keywords reduced the results to 187 documents. (Fig. 1) Out of the 187 documents, 1
was erratum and therefore the documents are 186. (fig 2)

SEARCH QUERY
Search Query: Article Title, Abstract and Keywords

Keywords used: “Opposition in democracy” or
“shadow cabinet” or “role of opposition” or
“institutional opposition” or “minority in
democracy” or “accountability of government” or
“government in waiting” or “backbencher”

N= 325

Excluding “accountability of government”

N= 212

Excluding “institutional opposition”

Excluding “minority in
democracy”

Fig 1: This figure shows the search strategy and results

N= 192

N= 187

Fig 2. This figure shows the search results in SCOPUS

Web of Science, being another global database, was searched using the same search query i.e.
the Article Title, Abstract and keywords. The keywords used in this database were the same as
used in the Scopus database. The search results show 112 documents. Out of the 112
documents, 2 paper newspaper editorials and therefore excluded, thereby making the total
count of papers to 110. (Fig. 3)

Fig 3- This figure shows the search results in Web of Science

2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion of documents
All the documents i.e. 186 documents from SCOPUS database and 110 documents from Web
of Science are either Books, Books Chapter, Article, Reviews or Proceeding papers/conference
papers. On manual scrutiny of the two results, it is found that there are 81 duplicate documents
in the two and therefore they are excluded from the web of science results thereby reducing the
total documents from the web of science to 31. Further, after going through the title and abstract
of the 31 documents, 17 documents were found irrelevant to the topic and therefore excluded
from the study. Now, only 14 documents which are relevant to the topic are taken under
consideration for the bibliometric analysis. (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4- This figure shows 16 documents to be considered for bibliometric analysis

Out of the 186 total documents retrieved from SCOPUS database, 5 book chapters were
excluded as they were the chapters of the book which is already existing in the database to
avoid duplication. Thus, the documents are reduced to 181. Out of the 181 documents, on
manual scrutiny of the title and abstracts, 48 were found irrelevant to the topic and therefore
the final results reduced to 133 documents.

Fig. 5: This Figure shows 133 documents to be considered under bibliometric analys is

Total no. of documents available for bibliometric analysis after exclusion of irrelevant and
duplicate documents are 133 and 14 i.e. 147 documents.

2.3 Data Analysis
The researcher has done a quantitative analysis of data whereby the trends of publication per
year is analysed. Contribution of different countries is also discussed and analysis of top
journals and institutes has been done. The researcher has also done citation analysis of the
results. This analysis has been presented in the paper by using different kinds of graphs.
Manual analysis of the data was also done in order to confirm the relevance of the selected
articles. The articles which were found irrelevant to the topic were excluded at the first stage
itself.

3.

RESULTS

The Scopus search retrieved 133 documents relevant to the study and the Web of Science
Search Retrieved 14 documents relevant to the study after excluding the duplicate papers and

irrelevant documents. Out of these 147 documents, major documents are original articles and
others are in the form of Books, Book Chapter, Conference Proceedings and Reviews. The
detailed results are as below:

3.1 Publication of data per Year
The Scopus search resulted in 133 documents and the annual distribution of the documents
shows that the publication on the concerned topic did not surpass single digit numbers. It can
be seen (fig. 6) that after the low publication trend till 1995, a rise in publication on the role of
opposition can be seen in during 1995-1997, however, it was not a steady rise and decline in
the rate of publication can be seen again till 2001. Significant growth (unsteady) in publication
can be seen after the year 2001 rising the no. of publication to 9 in the year 2015.

Fig 6. Publications per year (SCOPUS database)

Web of science search shows that 14 documents were published regarding the role of
opposition from the year 1995 to 2020. (fig. 7) Apart from those already existing in the
SCOPUS database, not much growth can be seen in publication trends. The data suggests that
1 paper was published every two year except in 2013 and 2007 where 2 publications can be
seen. However, this statistic is after removing the duplication from the SCOPUS database.

Fig 7. Publication per Year (Web of Science database)

3.2

Kinds of Documents

SCOPUS search shows that out of 133 documents which are relevant to the present study, 92
are original articles, 17 are book chapters, 14 reviews, 8 books and 2 conference papers. The
figure shows that the 69.2% contribution to the study is given by research articles published in
peer reviewed journals. 12.8% of the total publication was contributed by book chapters,
reviews contributed 10.5% of publication and 6% and 1.5% was contributed by books and
conference papers respectively.

Fig. 8: Types of Documents Published (SCOPUS database)

Out of the total 14 documents retrieved from the web of science shortlisted which were relevant
for the study and after excluding duplicates, all are research papers published in peer reviewed
journals except 2 documents which were published in conference proceedings. (Fig 9)

Fig. 9: Types of documents published (Web of Science database)

3.3

Contribution by countries

The analyses shows that more than 50% of the published documents are contributed by the top
2 countries i.e. the United States and the United Kingdom, where the US has contributed around
31.57% and 22.55% was contributed by the UK to the total publication retrieved from SCOPUS
database. (Fig 10)
It is also observed that remaining countries which are the part of top 10 countries like Canada,
Australia, Germany,, Finland, Netherlands, Bangladesh, India and Ireland have not crossed the
single digit in case of published documents relating to the role of opposition since the year
1995 till date.

Fig. 10: Top Countries Contribution (SCOPUS database)

Similarly, Web of science data shows that apart from those which were considered in the
SCOPUS database, Germany has contributed to 3 papers and 2 more papers are added to the
list of publications in the UK. 1 publication each is added to the account of Australia, Finland,
Nigeria, Poland, Spain etc. (Fig. 11)

Fig. 11: Graphical representation of Top Countries Contribution (Web of Science database)

Fig. 12 List of Countries and its contribution (Web of Science database)

3.4

Most Productive Institutions

The analysis also suggests the top 10 contributors in the area. (see fig.) However, the top 10
most productive institutions in the area have contributed to only 25% of the total research. It is
found that the top most productive universities are all public universities and therefore, there
is a lack of contribution from private universities in this area of research. University of
Nottingham and University college of London has contributed 5 publications each to the area
which is the highest number of publications made by any university. London School of
Economics and Political Science, University of Oxford and University of Hull each has
contributed 4 publications to the field.

Fig 13. Top 10 Most productive institutions (SCOPUS database)

Web of Science data shows that all the institutes have published only 1 document. (Fig. 14).
Not much growth can be seen per institute by including the web of science database.

Fig. 14: Top most productive institutes (Web of Science database)

Fig. 15: Tree map of Most productive Institutes (Web of Science Database)

3.5

Highly cited Articles

Citation Analysis is important in bibliometric study in order to measure the quality and impact
of the published documents. Citations of a document are directly proportional to its visibility.
The graph below (Fig 16 ) shows the increasing trend in citation of the published documents
which shows that the research in the concerned area is increasing.
Fig 17 shows the papers which have been cited the most. The 133 documents resulting from
the SCOPUS database have been cited 1283 times till 2020 excluding the self-citation. The
paper titled “Backbenchers learn to fight back: European integration and parliamentary
government”12 has received the most number of citations i.e. 121 excluding the self-citations.
however, this is the only document which has exceeding 100 citations whereas all the
remaining documents have been below 100 till date. The h-index analysis (fig. 18) shows that
the h- index of the 133 results from SCOPUS database is 18 which is quite good when we
consider publications in the field of social science.
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RAUNIO, T. and HIX, S., 2000. Backbenchers learn to fight back: European integration and
parliamentary government. West European Politics, 23(4), pp. 142-168.

Fig. 16: Citation Analysis (SCOPUS database)

Fig. 17: Top most cited paper (SCOPUS database)

Fig. 18: h-index analysis (SCOPUS Database)

Web of science data suggests that all these 14 articles have been cited 252 times and 248 times
after excluding self-citation by authors (fig. 19) having an h index of 4. The graphical analysis
of citations represents (fig 20) that the increasing trend in citations were seen from the year
2011 and it reached its peak in 2015 when most no. of documents were cited thereafter a
declining trend in the citations can be seen.

Fig. 19: Citation Analysis (Web of Science database)

Fig.20: Graphical representation of Citation Analysis (Web of science database )

The SCOPUS database shows an upward graph of citation whereas the resulting documents
from the web of science database shows a declining trend in citation after 2015.

3.6

Co- Occurrence of Keywords

Keywords play a very significant role in bibliometric analysis. In a literature survey, keywords
play a 2-fold role; firstly, it helps in finding the relevant literature and secondly it helps in
understanding the important information which is written in the paper. The density
visualisation and network visualization analysis was done by using VoS viewer.
The density visualisation map shows that there are two clusters of 47 relevant keywords which
co-occurred more than 3 times. The density shows the relation between the two keywords.

Fig.21: Density Visualisation of Keywords

In the network visualisation analysis, each node represents the number of occurrences
of that particular keyword. The larger the size of the keyword, the more number of times it has
co-occurred in the search. The link connecting the two nodes represent the relation between the
two keywords. The network analysis shows that the search has been broadly divided into 8
clusters.
Cluster 1 is represented by Indigo colour. The most frequently used keyword in this
cluster is “Opposition” and “Parliament”. Cluster 2 represented by Red Colour has “Politics”,
“Legislation”, “United Kingdom” and “Australia” as the most frequently used keywords.
Cluster 3 is represented by sky blue colour and keywords like “backbenchers”, “Germany”,
“political class”, “Canada” and “party discipline” have co-occurred. Cluster 4 is represented
by Green Colour where “political conflict”, “political parties”, “India”, “Public policy”,
opposition party, Ethiopia are the keywords used more than 2 times. Cluster 5 is highlighted in
Orange Colour where “party politics” is the most frequently used keyword. Similarly,

keywords like “political system” was most frequently used in cluster 6 which is represented in
violet colour
In Cluster 7 which is represented by Purple Colour, ”democracy” is the most frequently used
keyword with high co-occurrence and in Cluster 8 represented in Yellow Colour, “party
politics” is the most co-occurred word.

Fig.22 Network visualisation of Keywords

After analysing the above clusters, we found that the main keywords which have been used for
more than 5 times are Party Politics, Election, Political System, Democracy, opposition and
Parliament. remaining words have co-occurred for less than 5 times in the search results. It
indicates that keywords like “shadow cabinet”, “role of opposition”, “government- in waiting”,
“political opposition in democracy” were largely ignored.

4.

DISCUSSIONS

The paper is a quantitative analysis of literature available on the subject role of opposition in a
democracy. The analysis was done using two databases i.e. the SCOPUS database and the Web
of Science database. The analysis showed that a total 147 documents have been published on
the role of opposition in a democracy which is retrieved from varied sources like journal papers,
books, book chapters, reviews etc. The annual publication of documents shows an increasing
trend however, the growth is not steady. The highest no. of publications can be seen in the year
2013 which is 10 and thereafter, a decline and rise can be seen in the following years.

The United Kingdom has topped the list of countries who have contributed to research on the
role of opposition in democracy with around 44 documents followed by the USA which has
contributed 31 documents (combining the results of both the databases) to the growth of
research. Significant contribution to research in this field has been made by Canada, Germany
and Australia by contributing 9, 8 and 7 documents respectively.

The analysis also focused on the quality of the papers by analysing the citation overview and
h-index of the documents. The articles retrieved with a h-index of 19. However, the h-index of
top 10 articles just surpassed the single digits by obtaining an h-index of 10. On evaluation of
top 10 articles, it was found that only 2 documents have exceeded the citation score of 100.
None of the top 10 cited articles have been published after the year 2016. Out of these 10
documents, 9 are journal papers and 1 is a book.

Out of 167 democratic countries in the world only 30 countries (combined result of SCOPUS
and Web of Science database) have taken interest in contributing to the research in the field
which is significant for democracy.

As per a survey by Freedom house, an erosion of democratic norms can be seen all around the
world.13 The figure below (fig 23) suggests that the no. of countries gaining democratic norms
since past 5 years have been outnumbered by the countries who have declined in fulfilling the
democratic norms. One of the major reasons identified here for such decline is rule by
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authoritarian leaders. The only way out of such a scenario is to strengthen the opposition in
such countries. Thus paving the way and need for more research in the arena.

Fig. 23 the figure shows gain and decline in democratic norms in countries around the world since 2005
(Source- freedomhouse.org)

The present bibliometric analysis shows that there is a lack of research where the role of
opposition has been evaluated and the impact of institutionalisation on their role is identified.
Our bibliometric analysis has highlighted the need of research in the concerned area and has
paved a way to identify the research gaps thereby making the study significant.

5. LIMITATIONS
The present study which deals with published literature on the role of opposition in a
democracy is entirely based on the publications in journals that are indexed in either SCOPUS
or Web of Science, therefore, there is high probability of non-inclusion of those papers which
are published in journals not indexed in SCOPUS or Web of Science.
Also, the author has tried to use various possible keywords for searching the literature,
however, there is a possibility that the author missed out on some keyword which has led to
exclusion of some literature.

6. CONCLUSION
The analysis showed that the study on the role of opposition has been done however, when we
compare the study with respect to the need of the hour, it lacks in quality as well as quantity.
The study shows that the political opposition has been studied within a larger framework: as a
co-subject, usually included in the study of power, government, parliaments, parties, social
movements but not as a main subject where its strength and role is studied exclusively and
specifically.14 A more systematic study with respect to this subject is required which will need
more institutional and funding support. Apart from systematic study in the subject matter, a
more wide study with respect to the geographical area is required.
This bibliometric research study can be considered as a first step in analysing the role of
opposition in democracies.
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